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DAMASCUS THEATRE FESTIVAL. Presented by
the Syrian Ministry of Culture. Various venues,
Damascus. 27 November 2010–5 December 2010.
Looking back, it is hard not to read the performances at the 15th Damascus Theatre Festival in
light of the demonstrations that would begin less
than a month later in Tunisia and eventually spread
through much of the Arab world. Since the biennial
festival was revived in 2004 (after a fourteen-year
hiatus), it has featured a number of well-known
political theatre-makers from the Arab world,
such as Tawfiq al-Jabali, Touria Jabrane, and Naila
al-Atrash. The 2010 festival lacked such famously
controversial voices; however, as in past years, there
were a large number of younger performers whose
work addressed both the aspirations and frustrations of Arab youth.
The World Bank estimates that 36 percent of the
population in the Middle East and North Africa is
less than 15 years of age, and that a quarter of young,
working-age people are unemployed. Theatre practitioners are very much aware of the Arab youth
explosion and are examining how underfunded
and hierarchical national theatre institutions can
accommodate new generations of theatre-makers,
the role of the growing number of new independent companies, and theatre’s ability to address the
needs and concerns of the burgeoning Arab youth
population. At the last two festivals, round-tables
and lectures were devoted to the new generation of
theatre-makers, and at the 2010 festival two of the
three lecture sessions took up the issue of “Theatre
and Youth.” As a speaker at one of these sessions,
the work and concerns of young theatre-makers
were very much on my mind when attending the
festival, and this informed the shows I chose to see
from the thirty-four that were mounted.
In recent years, the organizers have attempted to
provide broad representation from the Arab world,
and they were particularly successful this year, with

companies from fourteen Arab countries staging
productions. The festival also featured productions
from Cyprus, Turkey, and the UK. The increase in
the number of Arab countries taking part meant that
several countries with more limited theatre traditions sent companies. This fact may have accounted
for what I perceived to be a greater number of weak
productions than I had seen in the previous two festivals; however, it also meant that a much greater
number of young theatre-makers attended as guests
of the festival, many of whom have limited opportunities to see theatre in their home countries. Since
the festival’s inception in 1969, the Syrian Ministry
of Culture has cited the festival both as evidence of
and spur to Arab unity, and so the greater inclusion
of young people from throughout the Arab world
clearly served the festival’s mission.
If any one show seemed to identify the complexities of the youth explosion, it was Laila Soliman’s adaptation of Frank Wedekind’s Spring Awakening. The
production followed three months of research that
included interviews with teenagers from the Delta
region and the outlying neighborhoods of Cairo,
followed next by workshops in Cairo schools and a
process of improvised rehearsals, all of which contributed to the final text. Later, when the company

Salma Said (Rasha/Wendla) in Spring Awakening.
(Photo: Salam Yousry.)
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Sherin Hegazy (Lola/Ilse) and Ahmed El Gendy (Yousef/Moritz) in Spring Awakening. (Photo: Salam
Yousry.)
took the production to Beirut after the performance
at the festival, it again staged a workshop, this time
with Palestinian teenagers from a refugee camp in
Tripoli, Lebanon. All of this information is present
on the production’s blog, and it is worth noting that
the production also features its own Facebook page.
As in the United States, young Egyptian theatremakers who work without government patronage
rely on social media both to publicize their work
and to create ongoing relations with their audiences.
Moreover, like other young theatre-makers throughout the Middle East, the company for Spring Awakening combines its artistic research with a program
promoting health and education to underserved
Arab communities. The Spring Awakening project
prompts intriguing questions concerning theatre’s
location at the intersection of both actual and virtual civil society, and the theatre’s importance as a
site for rehearsing change.
Wedekind’s text has tremendous relevance in
the contemporary Arab world. It is a commonplace
that in Egypt, sex is not openly discussed (let alone
openly engaged in) prior to marriage, and that contraception is hard to come by, even as the government faces a destabilizing population explosion. The
confusion facing Egyptian youths was demonstrated
early in the performance by a montage in which one

character reads from an obtuse ninth-grade biology
textbook (the very same one used in state schools),
another character reads the directions from a box
of sanitary pads, and two girls discuss what is evidently their respective parents’ own discomfort with
the changing bodies of their children. However, it
not simply common sexual prohibitions that make
Wedekind’s text relevant to Egypt; Spring Awakening describes a society with limited attention to, or
resources for, the young. The play depicts a school
system that focuses on corralling and then cutting
students in a program of structured scarcity. Such
a culture of scarcity was movingly depicted in a
production in which overworked and stressed-out
Egyptian youths managed multiple responsibilities,
with limited hope for advancement. The production made specific reference to the overcrowded
and often humiliating Egyptian school system, and
an Islamic system of honor that denies young girls
their autonomy. As stated by Rasha (the Wendla
character, movingly performed by Salma Said): “The
important thing about a girl is her honor, which is
her mother and father’s reputation, and you are the
one who either hinders it or not.”
Soliman engaged the more controversial aspects
of Wedekind’s play, even as she adapted the playscript by removing all adult characters, reassigning
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text, authoring new text, and incorporating text from
multiple sources like the Quran and the juvenile penal code. The production included potentially controversial details from the original, such as Wendla’s
botched abortion and the homosexual love of Ernst
and Hanschen. In the former instance, Soliman stuck
largely to the original text; in the latter, she replaced
the dialogue with a stylized dance. Similarly, the
beating of Wendla was rendered as dance. Both
dances were effectively choreographed by Karima
Mansour. Soliman went so far as to stage a circle
jerk, though she then undercut the tension with a
visual joke: at the conclusion of the scene, the boys
who had their backs to the audience turn to reveal
artificial flowers sprouting from the front of their
pants. Soliman referenced other hidden aspects of
Egyptian sexuality, such as the prevalence of online
porn in a society where pornography is illegal. “God
bless the Internet,” one character announces—a line
that takes on additional meanings in the aftermath
of the 2011 Egyptian revolution.
Three additional pieces that I saw also examined
sexism and patriarchy. Syrian director Manuel Gigi
presented Sophie Treadwell’s Machinal, a play he
first directed in 1994. Gigi changed the mother to a
father and then stripped down all of the scenes so
that they only featured Helen and one other male.
The goal, he later explained to me, was to more
clearly identify the power of patriarchy as a relentless force confronting Helen.
The Lebanese dance piece Other Spaces—
choreographed, directed, and designed by Jana El
Hazan—depicted a young woman’s failed efforts
to claim a space of autonomy in the face of the
menacing power of a tall male and the ineffectual
support of a second, more delicate male actor. The
piece established its intensity from the outset as
slammed doors echoed from throughout the house,
followed by frantic footsteps. In a series of pas de
deux and group dances, the young woman resisted
the increasingly aggressive advances of the tall male
and received comfort from the other actor. Their
movements grew more frantic and disjointed, culminating when the tall actor wrapped the woman
in a swath of red cloth that served as the only decor. Subsequently, El Hazan explained to me that
her actors took Sophocles’ Antigone as their source
text, seeing in it a conflation of gender and political oppression that is particularly relevant in the
Middle Eastern context. In this respect, her work
echoes that of Sadallah Wannus, Mamdouh Adwan,
and other Arab playwrights who have depicted political and domestic abuses as being intertwined in
the Middle East.
The conflation of gender and political oppression
was also the subject of the most highly anticipated
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production in the festival, the Istanbul Municipal
Theatre’s Somewhere in the Middle of the World. Playwright Özen Yula conflated the Medea story and
other myths and tales in this story of a queen who
takes revenge on her husband, who killed her lover,
by killing her children. M. Nurullah Tuncer, who
directed and designed both the set and lighting,
created an incredibly lush world of vibrant colors
and heightened passions.
Somewhere in the Middle of the World was one of
three productions presented under the auspices of
Theatrical Platform for the Mediterranean. This program—organized by the Jean Vilar Theatre, Vitrysur-Seine City in Paris, and the Syrian Ministry of
Culture—seeks to foster artistic exchanges among
Mediterranean countries in the hopes of developing
greater cultural understanding. The brainchild of
playwright and Jean Vilar Theatre director Gerard
Astor and Syrian playwright Ramzi Shkair, Theatrical Platform for the Mediterranean has spread to
include additional nations and some fifteen troupes,
with performances planned through 2013. (In Damascus, the program also presented a joint Tunisian/French production and a Lebanese production, both of which I was unable to attend.) Such
collaborations are, in my mind, essential to both
the aesthetic advancement of Arab theatre and the
expansion of Arab theatre as an essential site of the
Arab world’s developing civil society. It is through
such efforts that the theatre will document, as well
as impel, the opening up of Arab society.
My favorite piece by far was a production mounted without the sponsorship of the theatre festival.
For the past several years, Syrian director Waleed
al-Qutalee has elected to produce his work privately
rather than under the patronage of the Syrian Directorate of Theatres and Music, which oversees productions at the National Theatre and all festivals.
During the festival, he mounted his production of
Waiting for the Barbarians, which is a dramatization
of Constantine Cavafy’s poem of the same title. The
poem depicts the attentive stillness of a city as the
emperor and his senate wait, decked out in finery
and with prepared honors, for the arrival of the
barbarians. Al-Qutalee’s production, using puppetry, clowning, and commedia dell’arte technique,
depicted the assembled officials watching a series of
performances, possibly rehearsals for the entertainments that will honor the barbarians or perhaps entertainments simply intended to disguise how long
they have been waiting. What follows is a sort of
variety show: belly dancing of the type one associates with Egyptian nightclubs, b-boying, and African
dance, all interspersed with comic interruptions by
the emperor’s jester. This show within a show was
segmented by a beautiful a cappella performance
of the poem by Maysa Harab. As in the poem, the
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barbarians never arrive and we are left pondering
the question: “And now, what’s going to happen to
us without barbarians? They were, those people, a
kind of solution.” After the performance, I had the
opportunity to speak with al-Qutalee and asked him
what role the audience played in the performance:
“Are we part of the government that waits, or part
of the mass that watches their government wait?”
He replied: “It’s better to simply say that we’re part
of the problem.” That statement, self-evident at the
time, now seems strikingly dated. It is an amazing
marker of how much the region has changed.
EDWARD ZITER
New York University

ZAIA. Written and directed by Gilles Maheu. Cirque
du Soleil, The Venetian Macao-Resort-Hotel, Macau. 13 February 2011.
THE HOUSE OF DANCING WATER. Written and
directed by Franco Dragone. Franco Dragone
Entertainment Group, Dancing Water Theater,
City of Dreams, Macau. 14 February 2011.
As I was on the TurboJet ferry from Hong Kong,
before I had even reached the Macau Maritime Ferry
Terminal, I received four unsolicited text messages.
The first read: “Macau Govt Tourist Office welcomes
you! Choose licensed hotels and inns for your visit,
don’t stay at illegal accommodation.” A tourism hotline number followed. The rest were from casinos,
offering me opportunities to “Spin for a Million!”
(City of Dreams) or “SPIN 2 WIN” (Grand Lisboa).
If the texts indicated the blithe grip of the gambling
industry on Macanese culture, it is also worth noting
that the government got in first. I was traveling to
see two super-spectacular shows in a location where
a certain sort of theatre—international, intermedial,
and (up to a point) intercultural—is a bargaining
chip in an ongoing commercial and cultural cleanup operation. (You are free to understand “cleanup” in both senses of the term.)
Cirque du Soleil’s Zaia premiered on 28 August
2008, joining a stable of shows permanently housed
in casinos (Cirque has seven such productions in
Las Vegas). Along with Zed in Tokyo, Zaia is one of
the company’s two resident productions outside of
North America and is a vehicle for its ongoing corporate engagement with China. Relatively hot on its
heels, The House of Dancing Water is the brainchild of
Franco Dragone, a former Cirque du Soleil director
whose resume includes a number of Vegas megahits. The show opened on 17 September 2010 and

comfortably wears a billing as “the world’s largest
water-based extravaganza.” Both productions belong to that familiar genre of populist spectaculars
that set high-grade circus skills amid high-end production values. They must also be seen as a function of their setting in casino developments on the
Cotai Strip—an extensive land-reclamation project
in the Pearl River Delta—where both have a strategic place in the consolidation of Macau’s civic and
geo-political identity.
A former Portuguese colony, Macau became a
Special Administrative Region of China in 1999,
two years after its neighbor Hong Kong. Long positioned as a meeting point between East and West,
the region is the only area in China where gambling
is legal, and it is now home to the most profitable
concentration of casinos in the world. In February
2002, seeking to revitalize and re-legitimize Macau’s lucrative gambling industry, the government
awarded franchises to three operators, including
two Las Vegas–based conglomerates. Macau now
turns over four times the gaming revenue of Las
Vegas, the result of 25 million trips made to the region, mostly by residents of mainland China. The
Macanese government required investors to commit
to “diversification”: namely, the development of a
wider range of leisure offerings and entertainment
experiences. In this environment, theatre must be
accessible, chic, and consumable, which is where
Cirque du Soleil and Dragone come in.
The resulting productions, commissioned by the
casino corporations to run for years, are located
in bespoke venues integrated within larger leisure
developments. An 1,800-seat theatre was built for
Zaia, its round proscenium apparently modeled on
Indian and Mayan architecture. The venue is located
within Macau’s lavish version of The Venetian: a hotel, mall, and casino complex modeled not so much
on the Italian city as on The Venetian in Las Vegas,
except that the Macanese iteration is three times
the size of its US counterpart. Directly across the
road is the City of Dreams complex, described in its
marketing material as an “integrated entertainment
resort” that includes three hotels and an apartment
complex with 2,200 rooms, a casino with 400 gaming
tables, and a shopping mall featuring leading Western designer brands. The House of Dancing Water
was conceived, according to a press release, as “the
iconic entertainment centrepiece of City of Dreams’
leisure . . . offering.” Its dependence on corporate
subvention was exemplified by its media launch in
2010, at which the CEO of Melco Crown Entertainment (which commissioned the show) shared top
billing with Dragone.
Macau’s scenario of civic makeover entails a remarkable blending of worlds. Consumerism here
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Trampoline and double teeterboard (X-board) routine in Zaia. (Photo: Red Dog Studio, © 2008 Cirque du
Soleil Inc.)
is both late capitalist and late communist. Theatre
in this context is inherently international, drawing
explicitly on the Vegas hallmark of Cirque’s shows
and the largely North American and European provenance of the acts in both productions. It is nonetheless also designed to fit seamlessly into Macau’s
South China casino experience. This performance
genre is already interdisciplinary and intermedial,
fusing circus, media design, movement, and music
and foregrounding cutting-edge technical infrastructures. Both shows here were further hybridized with an interculturalism that is rather more
strategic than systemic.
A sort of derivative creativity prevailed in Cirque
du Soleil’s Zaia, mixing familiar references within
a bespoke dramaturgy. As director Gilles Maheu
noted in the program, “ZAIA is the story of a present-day teenaged girl who lives in a large modern
city and dreams of being an astronaut on a space
voyage,” during which she meets characters from
her past, her memory, and her imagination. As is
typical of Cirque shows, Zaia featured scenic set
pieces that facilitated theatrical transformations,
while sustaining broad themes like travel and exotic otherworldliness. The central feature here was
a large sphere, illuminated from inside by six video
projectors that created a continuous image across its

surface, appearing variously as a globe, a hot-air balloon, and the moon. Guillaume Lord’s scenic design
endeavored to implicate the audience spatially into
the action. The sphere circulated over the stage and
then the auditorium and served as a suspension
point for aerial acts that sometimes were over one’s
head. An oval track extended from above the stage
area, over the audience to the back of the auditorium. The backdrop incorporated a star-drop featuring 3,000 fibre-optic lights arranged to represent
the constellations that can be seen in the night sky
over Macau, and was a screen for ubiquitous largescale video projections. Throughout the show, space
imagery joined other sorts of aerial iconography,
counterpointed by different elemental figures (fire,
ice, earth). For example, a spaceman floated across
the galactic backdrop; then so did a polar bear. In
a subsequent development of this snow-world reference, two performers on snowshoes undertook a
slow-motion walk in the air from the back of the
auditorium to the stage, and back over the audience.
They carried lanterns and were followed by a series
of objects that appeared to be huge ice blocks, illuminated from within to reveal performers inside.
Fake snow fell over the audience.
Mélange was the word that most immediately
came to mind. Everything was mixed (you might
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The pagoda scene in The House of Dancing Water. (Photo: © 2011 Melco Crown Entertainment Ltd.)
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say mixed up), and then remixed. To take one small
example: two astronauts on penny-farthings, one
upside-down, cycled across the space in mid-air,
each with a row of sparklers flaring off the back of
their respective bike frames. This was quintessentially a remix moment, reprising things that we had
seen before: astronauts, penny-farthings, cycling,
surreal inversion—its gratuitousness was entirely
the point. This texture of self-reference is part of
the Cirque pleasure-economy.
There is a colonizing aspect to the way a Cirque
show lays claim to anything it comes across, but
that is not to say that the company simply flattens
everything before it. Cirque du Soleil has an arrangement with the Chinese Performing Arts Association (CPAA) whereby each Cirque show features a CPAA act featuring Chinese artists. In Zaia,
this was the lion act, its choreography influenced
by Tai Chi and impressively performed by acrobats
who flouted the seeming constraint of their massive
leonine headpieces and costumes. The company has
established an association with the Zhuhai Shi Li
Ning Gymnastic School in China, which is relatively
close to Macau, where selected candidates undertake artistic and acrobatic training. Cirque du Soleil
sources local talent: the technical and production
staff featured interns drawn from the Hong Kong
Academy of Performing Arts.
This is glocalism in action, the imbrication of a
major international brand with regional partners
and operations. The difficulty for Zaia and its creators was that, for all the global bravura of the
mega-installation whose presentation here required
around eighty-five artists and a hundred technicians, the show struggled to escape the blandness
for which Cirque du Soleil is often criticized. There
were exemplary stagings of extraordinary acts, but
somehow, in this age of requisite upgrade, I was
left admiring super-capability rather than dashing
innovation. In this respect, Dragone’s show had
forged ahead. If Cirque was struggling to pull in
the punters from the gaming tables (the theatre was
perhaps half-full when I attended), Dragone offered
a “wow factor” that was putting their bums in a
different theatre’s seats.
As its title suggests, The House of Dancing Water
traded on its liquidity. The show was housed in a
2,000-seat arena around a huge pool, 160 feet in
diameter and 26 feet deep, which according to the
press release makes this larger than five Olympicsize swimming pools. The venue featured eleven
10-ton elevators that lift or drop a mesh floor, so
that the performance can take place either in the
water, on its surface, or on (as it were) dry land.
Its highest high-dive drops over 24 meters. The
production recruited a company of approximately
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eighty performers representing more than eighteen
nationalities from diverse circus and performance
traditions: acrobats, contortionists, and, almost
implausibly given the aquatic setting, a group of
motorbike stuntmen. Here, then, was another multimodal, multicultural circus, although The House of
Dancing Water was yet more flamboyant than Zaia
in its transformations of space and scene.
Dragone arranged a series of surprises from the
very start of the show. During the opening sequence,
a man crossed the water on a punt; he then fell from
his vessel and disappeared from view. Three masts
rose bearing the rigging of a galleon. A group of
lithe and Lycra-clad individuals surfaced from the
fringes of the lake and swam to the masts, which
became a set of rope swings and diving platforms
for (if you’ll permit) an “aquabatic” routine that
carved the air and sliced the water, eliciting many
“ahh”s and “ooh”s from the audience. The ship
submerged, taking the acrobats with it. A floating
chest appeared, from which a man emerged. A girl
in a basket-cage was lowered from above. The man
swam to her. Suddenly he could walk to her, because
there was no longer water, but instead a solid floor
where previously divers had hurtled headfirst. The
audience gasped—this really was a coup de théâtre.
And I didn’t mention the giraffe that appeared midway through the performance.
The imprint here was of consumer spectacle, offering the frisson of continual surprise. Dragone’s
mise en scène, based on swift transitions between
sumptuous set pieces, transcended individual performances. The show clearly depended upon a series
of circus-like routines supported by sophisticated
technology, but it mixed these in a blended aesthetic
and execution to achieve a range of scenic effects
with speed and efficiency. Many of its performers
were high-divers, as well as acrobats; its twentyeight underwater technicians were scuba divers, as
well as stagehands. There were underwater breathing stations that facilitated seemingly impossible
emergences. The story referred to both Chinese and
Western archetypes: the “seven emotions” of Confucianism, and the wicked stepmother (in a fable
about a queen who imprisons her stepdaughter).
And there was a mixed bag of hoary archetypes:
one minute the Tanzanian acrobatic troupe Pyramid
were in face-paint as natives on an island; and in
the next, a pagoda was surrounded by fountains
and a chorus of swans. As with Zaia, the nature of
the mix was noteworthy: the show was a cocktail
rather than a collage, a blend of narrative elements,
performance modes, and cultural references. It hybridized theatrical gratification as the product of
affective derring-do and situated consumption of
the new (and, indeed, the not so new).
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Macau itself is a place of quite pronounced blending, originally between its Portuguese colonizers
and indigenous population, and now among political and economic systems and a consumerism that
seeks to unite desirable artifacts with pleasurable
leisure experiences. Zaia and The House of Dancing
Water were not determined entirely by their location,
but it seemed unsurprising that these hybridizing
artistic projects should feature strategically within
the larger mix of Macanese and Chinese ecosystems,
as the former is folded into the latter.
After seeing Zaia, I ate baked chicken and rice at
the “Typical Portuguese-Macanese Cuisine” outlet
in the Festivita Food Court at The Venetian, overlooked by painted Italianate facades, under a fake
blue sky touched with cirrus clouds. At that moment
it seemed the only thing to do.
ANDY LAVENDER
University of Surrey

THEATERTREFFEN 2011 IN BERLIN. Haus der
Berliner Festspiele and various venues in Berlin,
Germany. 6–23 May 2011.
Spring in Berlin means blossoming chestnut
trees, crowded outdoor cafes, and a surge of cultural events. The annual Theatertreffen, now in its
forty-eighth year, is among the most frequented and
debated, and with good reason. A perpetually controversial selection of the ten outstanding Germanlanguage productions of the previous season, it is
generally taken as a gauge of local, as well as larger
performance trends. In this iteration, the festival
tried hard to counter its institutional bias of giving
its imprimatur to the tried and tested by featuring
a younger and hipper jury and tapping into bloggers and other exponents of social networking. The
organizers announced their programmatic embrace
of atypical, out-of-the-ordinary productions. “Bad
surprises!” trumpeted the program book, gloating
that this year’s festival had the “courage to be truthful and impolite.”
Well, perhaps. If the selections manifested a
theme, it might be phrased as “over-it-ness”—or
post-post. Maybe it is too soon to announce the
return of the theatrically repressed as a post-postdramatic turn, but there was plenty of text-based
and classical or classical modern theatre by Schiller,
Ibsen, Chekhov, Hauptmann, and Miller on offer.
The most triumphant display of textuality, however,
was Nobel laureate Elfriede Jelinek’s furious and
torrential reclaiming of the spoken (sung, shouted)
word in Karin Beier’s inspired production of Das

Werk/Im Bus/Ein Sturz. Berlin performance collective She She Pop did a post-post-generational take
on King Lear with their piece Testament by pulling
off perhaps the most gutsy feat anyone attempted:
bringing their own fathers onstage. Herbert Fritsch,
surprisingly nominated with two festival entries,
was clearly over the self-regarding pieties of Regietheater, breaking all unwritten rules of stringent
interpretation with a trippy, trashy, post-post-feminist A Doll’s House. While there were a number of
remarkable shows at the festival, both successful
(Karin Henkel’s deliciously loopy circus version
of The Cherry Orchard; Roger Vontobel’s handsome
and subtle Don Carlos) and problematic (the overwrought schoolhouse showdown Verrücktes Blut or
Stefan Pucher’s Death of a Salesman turned garish
reality television and road movie), the three productions considered below by Beier, She She Pop,
and Fritsch marked particularly important territory,
because they were, each in their own way, the kind
of genuine outsider productions the organizers had
in mind. The first was a triumphant return of a kind
of unapologetic total theatre at a time when much
contemporary performance seems to have attenuated into pseudo-cinema; the second represented
the rising presence of the German freie Szene (free
scene), which operates on the margins of the statesubsidized structures; and the third reflected the
incursion of the provinces into a theatrical mainstream that has often disdained them.
Although an unlikely breakout event for Theatertreffen, the riotous, railing Gesamtkunstwerk Das
Werk/Im Bus/Ein Sturz (The Works/On the Bus/A
Fall) made for some of the most compelling viewing and listening of the festival. Jelinek’s fulminating stream-of-consciousness prose pieces take aim at
political skullduggery, bureaucratic negligence, and
sheer stupidity and malfeasance, gleefully recycling
the murky self-exonerating language of public officialdom. Das Werk refers to a half-forgotten episode
of Austrian history—the building of an Alpine power station that cost many forced labor workers their
lives under the Nazis; Im Bus cites an incident of a
municipal bus in Munich that fell into a construction sinkhole; and Ein Sturz riffs on a recent occurrence in Cologne where the city archives collapsed
catastrophically due to faulty subway construction.
But Jelinek is not a journalist—she is a moralist, and
her dense, spiraling, breathless disquisitions, shot
through with wordplay, rapid rhythmic and tonal
shifts, and metatheatrical moments (at one point the
cast demands, in unison, “author, please let me shut
up!”), are themselves linguistic construction sites.
Karin Beier, the artistic director of the highly
touted Schauspielhaus Köln, where this production originated, not only adapted and orchestrated
Jelinek’s verbal monstrosities, but also teased them
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Michael Weber, Thomas Loibl, Julia Wieninger, and Lina Beckmann in Das Werk/Im Bus/Ein Sturz. (Photo:
Klaus Lefebvre.)
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She She Pop and their Fathers (individual actors unidentified) in Testament. (Photo: Doro Tuch.)
out, bodied them forth, and set them free to take
the stage. Beier‘s stage, too, became a construction
site of theatrical semiosis, unleashing the forces of
a large (and largely fearless) cast and every conceivable aspect of the material theatre. There were
strange and startling images with anime-inspired
masks, enigmatic rituals involving water bottles or
buckets, bruitistic soundscapes with jackhammers,
and idiosyncratic choreographies. Beier never just
illustrated, but exploded the text with moments of
stasis that might dissolve into playful chaos or emotional instants swept away by ironic bathos. Most of
the text was delivered ad spectators into downstage
microphones, but the unrelenting simultaneity of action occupied all planes of the stage. At the climax
of Das Werk, the Cologne gay men’s choir delivered
a ravishing, extended oratorio in the personae of
the dead workers—stomping, declaiming, exhaling
in a feat of rhythmic and linguistic endurance that
seemed to channel both the mesmeric quality of
ancient choruses and their ethical authority.

address to “Earth” (the German Erde also means
“soil”). Beier gleefully juxtaposed the arrogant and
oblivious bureaucrats, hasting officiously to and
fro, porting laptops and ring binders, with a natural world whose powers they try in vain to control. Kathrin Wehlisch, as a mud-smeared chthonic
sprite, flitted among them, at one point engaging
in a pas de deux with Water (a dancer) that was so
erotic it must be the first instance of eco-sex I have
seen onstage. In the furious and farcical finale, Beier
let loose the forces of entropy, swamping the stage
with water (the element) in a palpable parallel to
Jelinek’s verbal deluge. Earth and water united, the
world has become incontinent, and the bureaucrats
danced one last polka in a carnival of catastrophe.
This coup de théâtre about human arrogance was a
reminder not just of our fragile relationship with
nature, but also, on a meta-level, of the marvelous,
defiant profligacy of the tax-subsidized theatre that
can afford to engulf its stage and bite (drown?) the
very hand that feeds it.

Less successfully, Im Bus treated its narrative in
the manner of a commedia dell’arte interlude, with
three demented clown figures haplessly commenting on the fate of the doomed city bus. Taking up
the hour after intermission, Ein Sturz (a pun on Einsturz [collapse]), Jelinek’s satirical take on corrupt
hometown politics, is written in a lighter tone, as
a taunting and cajoling, flattering and threatening

The delicate intersection of art and life was most
effectively navigated by She She Pop, an ensemble of
young Berlin-based performers whose devised piece
Testament took King Lear as a palimpsest on which to
inscribe the anxieties and (often comical) indignities
of generational change. Where convention tends to
read Shakespeare’s play as the tragedy of age and a
rumination on metaphysical homelessness, She She
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Jürgen Sarkiss (Krogstad), Nora Buzalka (Linde), Torsten Bauer (Torvald), Manja Kuhl (Nora), and Henry
Meyer (Krank) in Nora oder Ein Puppenhaus. (Photo: © Thomas Aurin.)
Pop treated it as the exemplar of a botched inheritance case and a really dodgy pension plan. Writing
in their program notes that “of all the exchanges in
which we’re involved, the one between generations
is the most complicated and least transparent,” they
powerfully tapped the worried collective subconscious of their Baby Boomer and Gen X audiences,
bringing the seemingly ordinary (insurance policies,
heirlooms, grandchildren) together with associated
feelings of gratitude and guilt. By persuading their
own fathers to join them onstage, the actors showed
that the (sometimes painfully) personal, framed and
shaped through performance, is finally the (socio)
political as well.
The stage was made up as the campy mockup of
a living room, the paternal habitat marked by three
large throne-like easy chairs with cameras trained
on them. The performers picked their way through
passages of Lear, pausing to comment, to pursue a
thought experiment (what would the equivalent
of Lear’s 100 knights be today?), to monologize,
discuss, or, yes, break into a Dolly Parton song. As
much as to the surface plot, I found myself paying
attention to the performers’ small revelatory glances,
the flushes of pique or pleasure, those places where
the studious, perilous balance of fiction and reality
began to shudder with unmanageable subtexts. The

brilliance of She She Pop’s production was that although everything was rehearsed—the accusations
(“You gave my sister a rug I wanted!”); the awkwardnesses (“When I first saw you performing, I
wanted to die of shame”); the rituals and reconciliations—the performance never denied that interactions between aging parents and their grown-up
offspring are finally unrehearsable, incommensurable to the theatre. Even on display, the wounds
remained. The production made vivid theatrical
use of exactly this cycle of wounding by having
the performers repeat, verbatim, excerpts from the
contentious debates leading up to the production
itself. By openly thematizing its own problematic
genesis in this way (can you ever freely “play yourself” onstage?), the production dodged any appearance of exploitation.
In fact, the three fathers, all of them in their
seventies and thus part of the transitional anti-authoritarian “generation of ’68,” had little difficulty
holding their own onstage against their children.
As “experts of the everyday” (a term that the group
Rimini Protokoll uses for their amateur performers),
they knew how to turn their putative lack of experience to their own advantage, whether approaching
Lear’s dilemma with a physicist’s differential equations or climbing into a coffin to rehearse their own
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funeral. Paradoxically, the more they danced, sang,
and stripped, the more they surrendered to the madness of the theatre, just as Lear had surrendered to
the chaos of the heath, and the more they made a
magnificent public defense of their dignity. When
at the end of this fractured ritual, this pleasurable
exorcism of silence, shame, and guilt, fathers and
children lay piled in a heap on the stage floor, it
was difficult to decide what to call it. Documentary
theatre? Performance art? Therapy?
Taking his sarcastic bow at the curtain call of Nora
oder Ein Puppenhaus (A Doll’s House), Herbert Fritsch
let his actors slap him playfully on the backside, a
gesture that characterized this maverick director’s
insouciant attitude toward both the texts he stages
and the cultural industry at large. A longtime actor at Frank Castorf’s Berlin Volksbühne, Fritsch
now works at provincial theatres like Schwerin and
Oberhausen and was unexpectedly invited with two
productions—a triumph for any director. Positioned
far from the fishbowl of the capital, he defies the
expectations placed on directorial technique rooted
in careful dramaturgy.
Gerhart Hauptmann’s The Beaver Coat and Ibsen’s
A Doll’s House both came in for the Fritsch treatment,
with decidedly divergent results. Hauptmann’s is
one of the great German folk comedies (there are
few enough), but “Fritsch-fried,” it mutated into a
grotesque, screeching, hyperkinetic kabuki slapstick,
turned up to the proverbial Spinal-Tap 11; the handful of inspired moments could not come up for air
amid all the sound and fury. Outraged, the venerable
Claus Peymann (intendant of the Berliner Ensemble)
shouted at the premiere that Fritsch was mocking
his audience and should stick to acting, thus giving
the festival its instant éclat.
Nora was similarly uncompromising, but here the
trick worked. What Fritsch proposed was that Ibsen is the undead of the modern theatre, a kind of
dramaturgical zombie or high priest of high moral
seriousness that is impossible to either kill or endure.
Putting a stake through the heart of solemn Ibsenism
meant not so much to parody it as to turn it inside
out and against itself, exploding all of the coy nuances and shadings of subtext until it revealed the
flagrantly melodramatic, polymorphously perverse
piece we always suspected it was. Played on a blackmirror surface with nothing but the glaringly green
cartoon cutout of a Christmas tree for scenery, this
was a hundred-minute Doll’s House as hell house.
The actors cheerfully shunted all subtlety aside for
a kind of overt Meyerholdian physicality, delivering most lines with a knowing wink. All of the
men—Helmer, Krogstad, the Doctor—appeared like
composite figures of generic maleness in advancing
stages of decomposition. White-faced and with a

few wispy strands of hair stuck to his skull, Torsten
Bauer as Helmer resembled an escapee from Nosferatu; Jürgen Sarkiss’s Krogstad was a spooky leisuresuited creep; and Henry Meyer, as if in perpetual
ambulatory expiration, played Doktor Krank’s (!)
spasmodic eccentricity to the hilt. No need anymore
for the sly self-revelation of the patriarchy—it was
all in the open. Indeed, in the final tableau, the men
were hanging from the flies like wilting insects. In
marked contrast, Nora (the terrific Manja Kuhl),
enveloped in a baby-doll dress and sporting a red
wig, was an impish, devil-may-care child-woman
who took all of the indignities doled out to her—
Krogstad’s vulpine familiarity, Krank’s slobbering
erotomania, Helmer’s literal treatment of her as a
sex object—with a wide-eyed equanimity. Like her
friend Mrs. Linde (Nora Buzalka), a voluptuous
Hitchcockian femme fatale, she knew the world
was bad—and sort of liked it that way. By the time
she delivered her famous emancipatory tirade, the
cartoon tree had burst spontaneously into flames,
Helmer had nonchalantly sauntered off stage, and
she was rehearsing it all to herself, the deathless
words of suffrage merely undead. This wasn’t Ibsen, of course, it was a kind of “Ibscenity,” but it
was the freshest Doll’s House I have seen in a while.
The Theatertreffen may not yet be sufficiently
impolite to presage any great changes of theatrical
aesthetics or politics, but, with these three productions in mind, I think it may be on the right track.
RALF REMSHARDT
University of Florida

HEAVEN ON EARTH. By Charles L. Mee. Directed
by Dan Safer. Witness Relocation and Ildi! Eldi,
Ellen Stewart Theatre at La MaMa, New York City.
27 February 2011.
Perhaps the collapse of civilization would be
a positive event. Life would likely continue, and
humankind might be happier without the structures
and limitations of contemporary society. This was
the premise of Heaven on Earth, a dance-theatre performance piece developed from a Charles Mee script
by the American and French performance groups
Witness Relocation and Ildi! Eldi. Through dance
and stylized movement, the performers constructed
a highly physicalized vision of a more egalitarian,
tranquil, and environmentally friendly society that
might emerge from the wreckage of postmodern
culture. Posting the play’s text online through his
(re)making project website, Mee encourages potential performers to freely adapt his words to create a
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Heather Christian, Sean Donovan, Abigail Browde, Mike Mikos, Sophie Cattani (hidden), Antoine
Oppenheim, and Francois Sabourin in Heaven on Earth. (Photo: Agate Elie.)
singular and collaborative performance. Like many
of Mee’s scripts, Heaven on Earth relies on the interplay among diverse texts and challenges the artists
to create a physical representation of highly discursive material. This particular script draws from various sources, including the work of Arthur Leonard,
Isaac Bashevis Singer, the catalog of Revolution
Seeds, and O, The Oprah Magazine. Through athletic
choreography, idiosyncratic movement, and playful
staging, the performers of Witness Relocation and
Ildi! Eldi created a fitting kinetic embodiment of
Mee’s intertextual rendering of societal breakdown
and reorganization.
In many ways, the performers’ approach to intercultural collaboration and openness to physical risk
was just as discursive as the text. The production included various self-referential nods toward its multinational creative process, such as one performer
speaking in English with another overlapping in
French. These multilingual flourishes reinforced
the themes of community reconstruction and the
breakdown of boundaries, while highlighting the
production’s genesis. Founded in 2000 by graduates
of NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts, Witness Reloca-

tion is a dance-theatre ensemble based in New York
City and led by director and choreographer Dan
Safer. Ildi! Eldi is a similar collective of artists who
produce devised theatre in France. Both troupes’
performances involve intense physicality, eschew
scripted text as the primary basis for action, and
utilize collaboration through all areas of the creative
process. Safer’s approach to choreography in this
production involved a variety of movement styles,
ranging from vigorous modern dance to stylized
everyday gestures. Heaven on Earth was originally
developed at Les Subsistances, a French artistic laboratory that offers residence, workshop space, and
administrative assistance for experimental performers. The sense of intercultural community displayed
throughout the performance likely resulted from
the extended rehearsal process and close quarters
offered at Les Subsistances.
The staging of Heaven on Earth resembled the aftermath of a particularly raucous suburban-backyard
party, complete with Astroturf, streamers, patio
furniture, a barbecue pit, and numerous television
sets. The seemingly random arrangement of objects
gave the performers space to freely interact with one
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Heather Christian in Heaven on Earth. (Photo: Lee Wexler.)
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another and their surroundings. Pacing was established immediately when the pre-show abruptly
ended with the sound of a failing generator, as the
audience was left in utter darkness. A figure with a
flashlight walked down from upstage and attached
jumper cables to a battery, which powered a naked
fluorescent light and a number of television monitors. There were numerous sudden changes in the
pacing, often in the form of Heather Christian’s kinetic dance interludes, which demolished patterns
established in preceding scenes. In the first extended
scene of the performance, constructed from dialogue
and descriptions found throughout the script, the
performers engaged in choreographed movements
of relaxation and stretching as they looked out into
the audience as if they were observing an exceedingly beautiful nature scene. Early on, Witness Relocation member Sean Donovan introduced a major
theme when he described predictions of the end of
the world in the year 1000 ce, explaining: “What
they saw, finally, was that after the world comes to
an end life goes on.” After Donovan remarked that
the surroundings were just like heaven, there was
another sudden power outage, leaving everyone in
total darkness. The abrupt and unpredictable pacing
throughout the performance enhanced themes of
destruction and recreation.
A scene near the mid-point of the play presented
social reconstruction as an opportunity to increase
environmental sustainability. Mike Mikos and Abigail Browde portrayed the founders of Revolution
Seeds, a small company that sells open-pollinated,
non-GMO seeds. Posed in front of a farm backdrop, their images were broadcast on a television
set watched by two other performers, who blankly
stared at the screen. It became clear that the video
feed was not live and the performers did not attempt to perfectly mimic the prerecorded movements, instead drawing attention to the incongruity
of the images. They spoke of the virtues of organic,
non-GMO seeds and promoted the growth of decentralized, noncorporate farming, while the other
performers watched television, smoked cigarettes,
and ate food from a Chinese takeout container,
barely paying attention to the images in front of
them. This juxtaposition of organic farmers and
couch potatoes illustrated the disconnect between
ideals and action, begging the question of whether
the majority of humanity would be on board with
efforts to better the planet. The performance did not
offer answers to these dilemmas, but instead focused
on active dialogue and questioning.
In his notes to this and other plays, Mee challenges
artists to actively engage with the script material as
a springboard for a unique, devised performance.
Approximately half of the written text appeared
in the performance, culled from Mee’s script and
in keeping with his own approach to theatre as a
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fragmented collage of words and actions. The performers involved in Heaven on Earth engaged with
themes common in many of Mee’s other plays—specifically, the end of history and the breakdown of
narratives—doing with movement and dance what
Mee does with words. This production provided an
example of the generative roles that collaboration
and interdisciplinary and intercultural exchange
play as engines for new work. In April 2011, Witness Relocation announced that Mee was joining
the group as a writer-in-residence to produce two
additional world-premier dance-theatre pieces, so
audiences will have a chance to see how this collaboration develops.

TIMOTHY J. SCHAFFER
Cranford, New Jersey

ASSIMILATION. By Jack Dalton. Directed by Ed
Bourgeois. Cyrano’s Theatre Company, Anchorage, AK. 4 December 2010.
Jack Dalton’s Assimilation, which premiered at
Cyrano’s Theatre Company in Anchorage in November 2010, presents an imagined future in which
Western culture has collapsed amid plagues, ecocatastrophe, and failed states. The play focuses on
three white male students at an Alaska boarding
school where, reversing racial history, they are forcibly assimilated into Native cultures that are rising
to replace the nation-states. Here, the white students
experience an inverted chauvinism: as “barbarian
savages,” they are compelled to learn the language
and manners of the “Real Human Beings,” to sew
skins, and to surrender Christian teachings for Native spirituality, capitalist ambition for sustainable
communitarian values, and urban for village life.
In performance, this mirror-reversal of white and
Native, past and future was immediately engaging.
But Assimilation also offered unexpected aesthetic
originality and, ultimately, a complex viewpoint that
embodied the tension between traditional Western
theatre and the expressive modes of Alaskan Native culture.
Dalton, a Native American storyteller of halfYup’ik, half–German American heritage, writes
with special sensitivity to the measured pace and
nonconfrontational style of Native conversation. His
theatrical style is characterized by frequent pausing,
avoidance of eye contact, and reticence, as opposed
to the usual dynamics of Western dramatic dialogue,
which favors self-assertion, one-upmanship, emotional climaxes, and a dread of silence or stasis. As
directed by Ed Bourgeois (a Mohawk), Assimilation’s
teaching scenes were simultaneously quiet, playful,
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Bradford Jackson (Michael) and Debra Dommek (Teacher) in Assimilation. (Photo: Jamie Lang
Photography.)
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Ethan Petticrew (Elder) and Debra Dommek (Teacher) in Assimilation. (Photo: Jamie Lang Photography.)
wayward conversations and unending micro-battles
between languages. Teachers and students struggled
over habits of listening and collective pronouns,
over written versus oral agreements, and over the
rhythms of speech when contractions are forbidden
and interruption abandoned. Dalton’s dramatic agon
was realized in halting, troubled efforts at mutual
communication.
The students’ bodies also became a battleground
for their instructors, as the unyielding Elder (played
by Ethan Petticrew, an Athabascan actor) confronted
the younger and more compassionate Teacher, written for and played by Debra Dommek, an Inupiaq
actress, educator, and Native dancer. The Elder began the play by barking orders at audience members
as if they were white students, imposing Native behaviors by correcting their seated posture and sharply commanding, “You do not stare! When an elder
speaks to you, you cast your eyes down!” Through
Teacher, however, Native body disciplines, particularly those of Native performance, became modes
of spiritual transformation. In a powerful scene, a
tormented white boy, seated and gesturing fluidly,
narrated his seal-hunting triumph through Native
dancing (his dance was composed and choreographed by Dommek), in a sudden access of calm
theatrical grace.
Dommek, a striking stage presence, spoke,
danced, and listened with an ineffable stillness

that became the irresistible center of an alternative
theatrical energy. The rest of the production moved
in the more conventional and tragic direction of
rising tension and violence, and the performance
sometimes struggled for balance and proportion
between these modalities. One of the young actors
exploded in Method extravagance as he bemoaned
the difficulty of acquiring the Inupiat language.
Elsewhere, as if imitating generations of white abusers, the Elder suspended the most resistant student
by his wrists and interrogated him with flamboyant sadism, complete with villainous laugh. Both
of these expressions felt excessive. The final moments, however, poignantly balanced Western and
Native performance. The principal plot ended in
an empty setting marked by racial murder, while
across the stage, a white student, abandoned in the
frozen wilderness, silently danced a Native tale in a
desperate reaching out for hope and peace. On the
one hand, we beheld Western tragedy; on the other,
Native storytelling.
Following this final image, the stage darkened
and a screen filled with projected data on the sinister history of the international boarding-school
movement, a history of cultural genocide by forced
indigenous assimilation achieved through appalling,
systematic abuse. This history is too little known
(and inconsistently acknowledged by implicated
governments), and Dalton’s play performs a ser-
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vice by bringing it freshly to light. But Assimilation
goes beyond simply enacting either a neat reversal
of a vicious racial history or an intriguing clash of
performance modes to tell an intercultural story.
Dalton, with Bourgeois’s collaboration, complicated
our view of this cultural antagonism by questioning whether either Native or white cultures can lay
exclusive claim to sustaining values.
In the character of the Elder, the playwright creates a disturbingly dystopian picture of empowered
Native cultures as they could become—corrupted by
copying the nation-state and adopting a compensatory chauvinism from the small and large tyrannies
that scarred their own earlier generations. Petticrew
apparently based his almost gleefully villainous
performance on memories of his own youthful experience of assimilationist boarding schools, and
consulted their literature as he prepared certain
improvised passages in this performance. Unfortunately, in this staging, it was difficult to imagine that
the grandstanding Elder was of the same culture as
the self-possessed Teacher. In stage directions, Dalton suggested that the Elder (originally written as a
female role) contain her dangerous hostility within
a Native stillness; Petticrew’s more aggressive performance was powerful, but it dispelled the more
complex, cautionary potential of a distinctly Native
embodiment of racist abuse.
Importantly, Dalton and Bourgeois superseded
this negative conception of Native authority compulsively aping its oppressors with a stronger, more
positive vision, one of intercultural Aufhebung. Imprisoned in a claustrophobic detention cell, a student
told a Celtic story from his own family tradition,
and, in this staging, his non-Native storytelling
prompted the listening Teacher into an improvised
Native dance. The resulting stage image dialectically linked two cultures and two actors of different races, hinting at a cultural fusion surpassing
simple racial binaries. This staging revealed one of
the deepest layers of the play: while unmistakably
depicting modern Euro-American civilization as
toxic and doomed, Dalton resists uncritically positing Native purity as the simple obverse. Instead,
he invites us, against a background of destruction
and inherited violence, to imagine a call from the
deep structures of both cultures through the shared
wisdom of stories—a wisdom that might transcend
the imprisoning roles of colonizer and colonized,
abuser and abused, even of teacher and student. A
work of celebration, satire, warning, and mourning,
Assimilation was a small though tough, unresolved,
experimental work that found a vital life in its premiere performance.
MICHAEL EVENDEN
Emory University

AGNES UNDER THE BIG TOP, a tall tale. Written
and directed by Aditi Brennan Kapil. Mixed
Blood Theatre, Minneapolis. 4 March 2011.
The world premiere of Aditi Brennan Kapil’s superb drama offered a timely reflection on the immigrant experience in the United States. Selected
in 2008 as a National Endowment for the Arts’ Distinguished New Play Development Project, Agnes
Under the Big Top, a tall tale continued the mission of
Mixed Blood Theatre: “a professional, multi-racial
company [that] promotes cultural pluralism and individual equality through artistic excellence, using
theater to address artificial barriers that keep people from succeeding in American society.” Kapil,
a playwright, actor, and director of Bulgarian and
Indian descent and a resident artist at Mixed Blood
for seventeen years, re-imagined the American
“melting pot” as a kind of cultural spectacular,
an enormous big top housing people of diverse
backgrounds who must perform “tricks”—including lying to loved ones, retreating into silence, and
committing fraud—in order to survive. Through
effective design, expert acting, and careful attention to voice, Kapil upended romanticized notions
of America as a nation of immigrants by scrutinizing the losses, failures, and coping mechanisms of
recent immigrants.
Agnes wove together seminal experiences in the
lives of four American newcomers. Shipkov (Nathaniel Fuller), a former circus ringmaster, and his
wife Roza (Virginia Burke) are Bulgarian immigrants
in their forties. He drives a subway train, while she
provides in-home care for the aging Ella (Linda
Kelsey), a bedridden woman suffering from severe
rheumatoid arthritis. Agnes (Shá Cage), a Liberian
immigrant in her thirties, is also Ella’s home-care
worker. Agnes has been recently diagnosed with

Busker (Nick Demeris), Roza (Virginia Burke),
and Shipkov (Nathaniel Fuller) in Agnes Under the
Big Top, a tall tale. (Photo: Rich Ryan.)
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Agnes (Shá Cage) with Busker (Nick Demeris) in Agnes Under the Big Top, a tall tale. (Photo: Rich Ryan.)
terminal cancer and has only weeks to live. Happy
(Ankit Dogra), a young man in his twenties from
India, works on the subway as Shipkov’s trainee.
An anonymous Busker (Nick Demeris) moves freely through time and space playing multiple roles,
including a musician in whom Agnes confides, a
silent Bulgarian clown whom Roza conjures, a potsmoking Indian friend of Happy’s, and a bird who
speaks and listens to Agnes, Roza, and Ella. While
not all of the characters’ paths intersect, they are
dramaturgically connected through themes of isolation, alienation, loss, and an unusual attention to
sound, voice, and silence.
Scenic designer Andrea Heilman, lighting designer Jeff Bartlett, and sound designer Katharine
Horowitz created an intimate yet fragmented mise
en scène for Kapil’s tale of immigration. Greeted by
recorded subway sounds, horizontal flashes of light
suggesting train movement, and the live rhythms
of a charismatic busker, the audience embarked
on a theatrical journey between, across, and about
barriers. Variously bright, dim, quiet, cacophonous,
tranquil, and bustling, the dynamic environment
served as a fitting representation for the confusion
and challenges expressed in the diverse voices (and
silences) of Kapil’s characters.
In addition to the sonic landscape of the train,
Kapil further used the sounds of foreign language,

vocal outbursts, and even deafening silence to illustrate the interpersonal consequences for Shipkov
and Roza as they pursued economic opportunity
in America. They remained physically separated
throughout the production until Roza, in a shocking
act of boldness, boarded Shipkov’s train to confront
him about her apparent inability or unwillingness
to assimilate. She unleashed a jarring tirade in broken English that made plain her profound sense of
loss of community, culture, family, and self. Burke’s
masterfully imperfect vocal delivery reached shouting levels to compensate for the whizzing sounds
of passing subway trains. Fuller’s frustrated, disbelieving facial expressions were at once hidden and
revealed as train lights quickly flashed by and then
vanished. The depth and hollowness of the subway
tracks, coupled with fast-moving lights and piercing train sounds, emphasized the deep emotional
expanse separating Roza and Shipkov within the
tumult of their adopted home.
Running parallel to the Bulgarian narrative were
related stories set within their own sounds of isolation and alienation. The commotion of the subway
scenes was countered by silence and stillness in
the aging Ella’s lonely moments. Yet even as birds
chirped outside her window, she berated her caregivers with accusatory hand gestures and equally
sharp, rude vocal outbursts. She often instructed
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Agnes and Roza to leave her alone and the birds to
shut up, although she fought against such silence in
lengthy voicemail messages to her estranged son.
In one fleeting moment, it appeared that Ella finally
had reached her son, but even this conversation was
an illusion—a fantasy that made Ella’s return to silence all the more painful. In its wake, the silence
enveloping the theatre was broken only when Ella
began to sob pitifully, revealing just how isolated
she was from her family and the world around her.
The one and only actual telephone call Ella received was from Happy, who, in financial distress,
has resorted to conning credit-card information
out of strangers. In one skillfully played splitstage scene, Kelsey as Ella sat up enthusiastically
in bed, while Dogra as Happy paced nervously on
a parked subway car, the sunken train tracks dividing them. Here again, the play revealed the tension
between sound and action: Kelsey’s vocal intonation imparted Ella’s vulnerability and desperate
craving for human contact, while the incongruity
of Dogra’s pained facial expressions and overly
friendly telemarketer voice conveyed Happy’s moral
dilemma. On the one hand, we heard a lonely, ill,
and ill-tempered though vulnerable woman; on the
other, a likeable, good-natured immigrant using
his best economic survival trick—crime. Within a
romanticized view of America as the melting pot,
we might harbor high hopes for someone as pleasant as Happy. In this carnivalesque reality, however,
his unlawful and morally objectionable actions inspired ambivalence at best and disappointment, if
not disdain, at worst.
In the third narrative, Agnes has left her young
son in Africa ten years earlier to earn a living and
provide for him from afar. She copes with this longdistance relationship by making telephone calls
home in which her voice entertains her “little man”
with “tall tales,” replete with images of flight. Tellingly, the play’s climactic moment unfolds as Agnes
explains that she cannot talk for a while, but that
whenever her son spots a bird, he should envision
Agnes flying back to him. The flight imagery came
full circle as the scene was punctuated by bursts of
light from above and white feathers from a subway
platform grate below, causing Agnes to “disappear.”
Expertly crafted design elements of light, sound,
and theatre “magic” forged a lyrical farewell and an
indelible theatrical moment. It also drove home the
realization that the risk Agnes took by immigrating
to America resulted in, arguably, the greatest loss
suffered by any of Kapil’s characters.
As the theatre emptied, a woman approached and
engaged a group of older Bulgarian immigrants in
conversation. Although I did not understand the
language, I discerned two things: one, that the
woman was Kapil; and two, that the Bulgarians ap-

peared to express appreciation for the production.
I spoke briefly with Kapil, who described Agnes as
“a celebratory immigrant tale, with layers of magic
and sadness and joy, all rubbing up against each
other, like they do in life.” This generous exchange
between playwright and audience spoke volumes
about the beauty of Kapil’s profoundly relevant
work, and the triumph of the theatre company
whose artistic mission it so eloquently epitomized.

MARK SEAMON
Denison University

THE TRINITY RIVER PLAYS. By Regina
Taylor. Directed by Ethan McSweeny. Dallas Theater Center and Goodman Theatre,
Goodman Theatre, Chicago. 16 January
2011.
The search for rootedness links the three plays
that comprise Regina Taylor’s The Trinity River
Plays: Jarfly, Rain, and Ghoststory. Centered on the
psychic and physical separation from and eventual
return of Iris Spears to her family, Taylor’s trilogy
uses roots as a central metaphor to understand the
cyclical yet sustaining role that family plays in the
life of an individual. At a combined running time
of over three hours, Taylor’s digging spreads itself
wide, but perhaps not deep enough. And yet, in its
refusal to conceptualize “roots” beyond the myopic
world of the Spears family unit, the trilogy speaks
to a political present that is increasingly unwilling
to address race as a framework that continues to
structure everyday life, including the everyday experience of family relations.
Set in the declining years of the civil rights and
Black Power movements and in the long shadow
of Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan’s pathologizing condemnation of the black family in 1965, the

Karen Aldridge (Iris) in The Trinity River Plays.
(Photo: Brandon Thibodeaux.)
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Karen Aldridge (Iris), Jacqueline Williams (Daisy), Jefferson A. Russell (Ray Earl), and Christiana Clark
(Jasmine) in The Trinity River Plays. (Photo: Brandon Thibodeaux.)
Goodman production staged a strange elision of
race politics, even as it took the black matriarchal
family as its central focus. What resulted was a
production caught between performing a multigenerational story of black women’s struggle and
continued survival and insisting that this story
transcend race. As staged by director Ethan McSweeny, this latest offering from Taylor, one of the
nation’s leading African American playwrights and
performers, thus provoked critical reflection on the
influence of colorblind thinking on contemporary
African American theatre.
The three plays follow Iris (Karen Aldridge) for
seventeen years, from the morning of her seventeenth birthday in 1978 (Jarfly) to her return visit
home to Oak Cliff, Dallas in 1995 (Rain). Upon
the discovery of her mother Rose’s diagnosis of
terminal ovarian cancer, Iris’s visit turns into an
extended stay that carries over into the aftermath
of her mother’s passing (Ghoststory). Two major
occurrences punctuate the extended narrative as
it unfolds over the three plays: the rape of Iris by
her uncle Ray Earl on her seventeenth birthday in
Jarfly, and the aforementioned diagnosis of Iris’s
mother with advanced-stage ovarian cancer seventeen years later in Rain. The last play in the trilogy,
Ghoststory, sees Iris reconcile with her ex-husband
Frank, as well as come to terms with her mother’s

death with the help of her Aunt Daisy and cousin
Jasmine. The seventeen-year chronology of the plays
reflects the seventeen-year lifespan of the cicada, or
jarfly, whose symbolic death and rebirth is mapped
onto the “bug-eyed” Iris.
Guided by Taylor’s script, the Goodman production exhibited the realist aesthetics of the selfcontained domestic drama; the set design by Todd
Rosenthal was meticulously detailed, from the
downstage garden in which Iris and Rose actually
dig up soil, to the unanswered whistling kettle that
signaled the decline of Iris’s mother. This realism
highlighted the almost tyrannical ordinariness with
which Taylor and McSweeny imbued the Spears
family. As necessitated by the physical environment,
Aunt Daisy (Jacqueline Williams) was forever cooking or washing in the kitchen, while Rose (Penny
Johnson Jerald) seemed to spend her days playing
the piano and gardening. While the sustained focus
on domestic rituals effectively established the Spears
family as one “like any other,” the relentlessness
of the generic quotidian threatened to overshadow
what was most compelling about the Goodman production—namely, the particular ways in which race
informed the Spears family’s relations and traumas.
Indeed, the most moving moments of the evening
occurred when the production engaged the cultural
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specificity of its themes, as, for example, when the
gospel rounds punctuating the scenic transitions
sounded the bond among Iris, her mother, her
cousin, and her aunt; or when Rose’s slow but not
unwilling walk toward death’s door illustrated the
physical toll that the real and imagined pressures of
black matriarchy take on the body. While these aural
and embodied moments, along with the textured
characterizations of the strong female ensemble of
Aldridge, Williams, Jerald, and Christiana Clark
(as Jasmine), offered glimpses of a larger historical
and cultural context within which to understand
the trilogy’s complicated web of mother/daughter relations, neither the script nor the Goodman
production as a whole developed these gestures
beyond the immediate present of the Spears family. Despite the diasporic resonances of the plays’
dictum, “a rootless thing blows in the wind, lost,”
both Taylor and McSweeny fail to enact a sustained
inquiry into the condition of rootlessness in the first
place, similarly failing to ask how both rootedness
and rootlessness continue to structure an ongoing
present for African diaspora families.
Although set in the past, the Chicago debut of
The Trinity River Plays remained firmly entrenched
in what some have deemed the “postracial” present.
In this way, Taylor’s family saga of Iris Spears raises
important questions about the function of post–civil
rights–era American theatre more generally: Can a
major new work by a prominent African American
playwright about the resilience of an African American family successfully imagine itself beyond the
schema of race? Is asking an intercultural audience
to view a drama about an African American family
as any other kind of family a utopian or regressive
move? Without easily settling upon either of these
conclusions, I think Taylor’s own question, posed
to the audience in a post-show talkback, needs
further reckoning: “What did you take away from
this play?” The Trinity River Plays, both as a script
and in production, still needs to decide what it
wants to give.

COLLEEN DANIHER
Northwestern University

THE PERSIAN QUARTER. By Kathleen Cahill. Directed by Alexandra Harbold. Salt
Lake Acting Company, Salt Lake City. 16
February 2011.
Kathleen Cahill’s The Persian Quarter premiered
at a particularly potent moment, opening in Salt
Lake City just weeks after the Tunisian uprising

initiated a revolutionary wave of protest that swept
through the Arab world, toppling governments
and instigating regime changes. As protesters and,
later, opposition forces have argued and fought
for democratic reforms, familiar questions about
the role of the United States and Western ideologies in the future of the Middle East have arisen.
Cahill’s play, based on the 1979 Iranian Revolution
and Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s
2007 visit to Columbia University in New York,
addresses many of these issues, considering such
traditional binary oppositions as East and West, oppression and freedom, teaching and learning, male
and female, covered and uncovered. On the whole,
the production moved beyond treating such themes
as mere opposites, troubling the dialectical patterns
that emerge in many narratives of the relations between the United States and Iran. Weaving together
the stories of four women, two countries, and two
eras, the production was a remarkably prescient,
if flawed exploration of not only the tapestry of
transnational politics, but also the individual lives
that form the strands.
In director Alexandra Harbold’s romanticized
staging, Rumi, the thirteenth-century Sufi mystic,
whirled onto the stage and introduced The Persian
Quarter as “a story told on a Persian carpet . . . an
invisible carpet in which we are both the weavers
and the threads.” This notion of the individual as
both acting and acted upon was borne out through
the plot, and reinforced through the production’s
primary visual metaphor, one that hung down behind the stage: a Persian carpet—a mystical, poetic,
and material object. The carpet, in its sumptuous
complexity, materially reinforced the complicated
nature of US/Iranian relations by visibly representing a world that is neither easily constructed
nor understood. As a metaphor, it pushed beyond
some of the dialectical cultural differences present
in the play—particularly the idea that the United
States is coldly realistic, while Iran is idealistically
romantic—and emphasized the fact that individuals,
whether teachers, revolutionaries, or government
leaders, weave the cloth of political and cultural
life and expectations.
Cahill’s play focuses on the distinct experiences
of four women in two acts: Ann and Shirin in 1981,
and Emily and Azadeh in 2007. In the first pairing, Ann is an idealistic former nun who teaches
American literature to Iranian students and becomes
one of the US hostages held in Iran beginning on
4 November 1979. Shirin, an Iranian revolutionary
who is also one of Ann’s former students, becomes
Ann’s guard on the last day of her captivity. Ann
and Shirin’s conversation, which Ann believes is a
prelude to her execution (although Shirin—and the
audience—knows that Ann will soon be released),
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Nell Gwynn (Ann) and Deena Marie Manzanares (Shirin) in The Persian Quarter. (Photo: Thom Gourley.)
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seems initially to be a fairly predictable diplomatic
impasse, with each woman personifying a stereotypical view of her nationality. Ann is smugly superior and pragmatic; Shirin is feverish in faith in
a post-revolution Iran. In a dialectical pas de deux,
the women argue about definitions of modesty, morality, freedom, and the value of education. Soon,
however, they find common ground in their love
of Rumi’s poetry, which provides them a third language in which to converse, one that is outside of
diplomatic niceties and cultural contestation and
that allows them to move beyond their entrenched
binary positions and speak to each other as people,
rather than as nationalities.
Ann, played with vulnerability and grace by Nell
Gwynn, initially emerged as the embodiment of
brash American optimism and superiority in the
face of cultural difference. She failed to understand
why her students did not recognize the freedom
that a study of English-language poets, especially
the US-born Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson,
inspired. Shirin, meanwhile, represented both naive
revolutionary fervor and fierce agency, insisting
that this revolution was hers and the beginning of
a utopian future. “In twenty-five years,” she tells
Ann, “we will be the most free nation in the world.
You will see.” Deena Marie Manzanares’s fervent
performance as Shirin ably communicated her zeal
for and commitment to the cause, particularly as
she described her brother’s fate as a poet critical of
the Shah. While the dialogue at times descended
into a simplistic back and forth of easily anticipated binaries and relied a bit too much on didactic
monologues delivered directly to the audience, the
actors’ commitment to the emotional reality of their
heightened situations elevated the subject matter,
turning tired, expected questions into startling observations. Gwynn, in particular, imbued Ann with
such emotional clarity that her struggle to reconcile
her anger over Shirin’s actions with a dawning understanding of the Iranian student’s motivations
became achingly plain.
In an unsurprising move, the same actors play
different, yet related characters in the second act.
Gwynn, playing Ann’s daughter Emily, and Manzanares, playing Shirin’s daughter Azadeh, have a
chance encounter, meeting at Columbia University
in 2007 during Ahmadinejad’s visit to New York.
Sadly, the second act did not manage to move beyond binaries or to complicate simple notions of
cultural difference; Azadeh and Emily’s conversation about freedom, revolution, and poetry felt
like a tired rehash of material that Ann and Shirin
had expertly navigated only moments before. More
troubling still was Rumi’s function in this act. While
his thinking had a vast impact on Shirin’s worldview and Ann stated that she had begun reading

his poetry during her imprisonment “to keep [her]
brain from turning to glue,” his influence on the
women’s daughters was unclear. He was, however,
more prominent in this act than in the previous one,
a constant physical presence who, at one point, even
compelled Emily to take a picture of Azadeh. It was
a strange imposition of male control upon two very
strong female characters, one that seemed to challenge the play’s focus on the power and agency of
the individual. The taut interplay of ideology, poetry,
and individual agency that characterized the first
act unraveled in the second, collapsing back into a
simple back and forth between binary oppositions.
Although the coupling of two moments of US/
Iranian interaction—the hostage crisis and Ahmadinejad’s 2007 visit to New York—was clever, it did
not ultimately illuminate the complicated relationship between the United States and Iran, nor did it
deepen understanding of the role of the individual
as an active participant in history.
At its core, this production focused on Ann and
Shirin and how their respective beliefs and actions
shaped the history of the Iranian Revolution, a
notion of agency that was reinforced through the
performances of Gwynn and Manzanares and the
recurring metaphor of the Persian carpet. Although
the script sometimes fell into oversimplified patterns
of cultural exchange, the production was generally
successful in problematizing the simple binaries that
are often used to represent Western encounters with
the Eastern Other and wove a complex tapestry of
historical fiction. Indeed, it could not have come at
a more relevant time, as the world once again confronts the aftermath of revolution in the Middle East.

LINDSAY ADAMSON LIVINGSTON
The Graduate Center/CUNY

NEW IRELAND: THE ENDA WALSH FESTIVAL. The Studio Theatre, Washington, DC.
15 March–8 May 2011.
New Ireland: The Enda Walsh Festival, a threemonth endeavor of The Studio Theatre in Washington, D.C., celebrated the innovative work of a prominent contemporary Irish dramatist with artistic and
intellectual vigor. The spring festival spotlighted
three of Walsh’s more recent plays, presented collectively for the first time: Penelope, The Walworth
Farce, and The New Electric Ballroom. A variety of
ancillary public events took place during the festival, including a conversation with the playwright
in residence, a seminar on Walsh’s works and influences, a day-long symposium on new Irish arts, a
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Niall Buggy (Fitz), Aaron Monaghan (Burns), Denis Conway (Dunne), and Karl Shiels (Quinn) in
Penelope. (Photo: Robert Day, image © The Studio Theatre. All rights reserved.)
screening of Walsh’s award-winning documentary
Hunger, and readings of contemporary Irish plays.
The festival was artistic director David Muse’s
first venture to expand the international scope of
the company’s theatrical programming. The Walsh
Festival was related to the larger aims of “Imagine
Ireland,” a year-long initiative to showcase Irish
arts across America in 2011 and build new relationships and audiences through creative and critical
engagement with international art. With a reported
initial investment of €4 million, “Imagine Ireland”
demonstrated the high value that Ireland places on
the arts. It is not surprising that The Studio Theatre
chose to concentrate on a contemporary Irish dramatist. The company has frequently produced Irish
drama, including Sebastian Barry, Samuel Beckett,
Brian Friel, Martin McDonagh, Conor McPherson,
and Mark O’Rowe. Walsh’s plays employ common
themes and elements in Irish drama, such as fascination with “the stranger,” imagistic language,
degeneration of memory, and familial dysfunction,
but the plays’ darker passages particularly suited
the aims of the festival, as they disrupted insularity
and nostalgia for the old, yet expressed ambivalence
about the promise of the new. The Walsh Festival
thus situated his plays in an uncertainly liminal time
that both contextualized them more broadly and

challenged the notion of a “new Ireland.” Walsh’s
storytelling as metatheatrical reenactment—staged
at times as video, violent pantomime, and lyrical
soundscapes—forced a deep examination of identity
crises and grim social realities. In all three productions, the elements of design, staging, and acting
highlighted the plays’ menacing inevitability as a
kind of contemporary fate from which the characters cannot escape.
The Walsh Festival opened the week of St. Patrick’s Day with Penelope, an adaptation of Homer’s
Odyssey performed by Druid Theatre of Galway, Ireland, and directed by Mikel Murfi. Here, the dangerous role of fate was embodied in water forms. Sabine Dargent’s set design, a backdrop of magnetic
blue, contrasted Penelope positioned in her palace
above with the men gathered in the deep end of an
empty swimming pool. Poetically resonating with
the sea just beyond the palace, the background lent
perspective to the otherwise speechless Penelope,
and the visual allusion to the sea drew attention
to Odysseus’s prophesied return and vengeance.
Dargent’s set and Paul Keogan’s lighting provided
watery metaphors for the play’s characters, who
figuratively treaded deep water, submerged themselves in alcohol, and were, generally, “washed up.”
The anticipated return and possible vengeance juxta-
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posed against the sodden and seemingly inescapable
defeat highlighted the tension between optimism
and fatalism in Walsh’s treatment of the “new.”
The staging further intensified the characters’
predicament through a tragic-poetic mix of performance styles. When activated by the presence of
Penelope (Olga Wehrly), an onstage camera became
functional. The space darkened to spotlight a series
of solo performances projected onto her flat-screen
television. Via the screen, her suitors presented
personal appeals of love in a stratagem of pursuit.
Each man, a decade apart in age, courted Penelope
with approaches ranging from philosophical inquiry
to absurd pantomime. Although their monologues
attempted to woo, the suitors’ stories showed their
inability to express genuine love or to gain freedom from the tales that entrapped and ultimately
defeated them. Penelope departed as the camera
shut down on another unsuccessful day in which
the men entangled themselves in their own narrative web of fabricated romantic pleas.
Reiterating the promise of the new, Dunne (Denis
Conway) made a lyrical though somewhat unsettling pledge to Penelope to become a “new self.” He
instead displayed only false assurance and an unfit
physique clothed only in tiger-striped Speedos, perhaps a visual reference to the economic abundance
and national assurance of the Celtic Tiger period.
Despite such opening bravado, Dunne’s seductive
narrative quickly degenerated into prattle on the
“dark days of toilet water” and “pulverizing a petrous turd.” Fitz (Niall Buggy) expressed the promise of not a new man, but a “new idea” to “shape a
new world.” Fitz gave impassioned insights on the
meaninglessness of life and convincingly secured a
genuine connection with the youthful Penelope until Quinn (Karl Shiels) diverted him by torching on
the barbeque Fitz’s most beloved book by Homer.
Tellingly, neither the charred tome nor Fitz’s fanciful notions liberated the suitors from entrapment
in their own constructed narratives and Homer’s
mythology.
Quinn performed for Penelope a no-holds-barred
dumb show, in which the acting, directing, and
design combined to forge the more cynical territory of Walsh’s storytelling. This rapidly paced
sequence portrayed violent, passionate deaths of
famous lovers throughout history, including Napoleon and Josephine, Rhett and Scarlett, and Romeo
and Juliet. Dargent also designed the costumes,
and Shiels’s Quinn performed the changes with
a disturbed sense of bravado. Notably, the quick
peeling off of his Jackie Kennedy costume to reveal
his finale—Eros, the Greek god of love, with wonderful wings—incited an audible reaction from the
Washington audience both for the rapid theatrical

metamorphosis made without a glitch and for the
familiarity of the famous First Lady. These famed
deaths foreshadowed Quinn’s own, when the other
suitors, having discovered his betrayal, collaborated
in violently stabbing him near the climax of his romantic plea. Quinn’s pantomime demonstrated both
the incapacity for romantic love and the power of
spectacle to lure the storyteller into his own narrative web of death.
Burns’s (Aaron Monaghan) reflective monologue
closed the play, suggesting a new beginning through
a soundscape (by Gregory Clarke) that optimistically equated hope with the rushing waters of the
sea. The ending of the play checked that sense of
optimism, however, instead yielding to a sense
of impending doom as the fiery explosion of the
grill, the unsettled sound of waves, and imminent
deaths of Shakespearean proportion left Penelope
withdrawn, voiceless, and trapped in her adapted
mythology. Walsh ultimately refuses to allow her
optimism about love to become facile or simple.
The suitors’ enactments made both Penelope (and
audience members) aware of the lure and limitations of the love stories we invent.
While Druid Theatre performed Penelope, The
Studio Theatre produced its own stagings of The
Walworth Farce and The New Electric Ballroom in repertory, both directed by Matt Torney. Often referred
to as sibling plays, they are similar structurally and
both articulate themes of entrapment, alienation,
and isolation. Moreover, the plays focus on sibling
rivalry, between brothers and sisters, respectively.
The expressionistic design elements (sets by Debra
Booth; lighting by Michael Giannitti; costumes by
Helen Huang; and sound by Martin Desjardins) in
The Walworth Farce and The New Electric Ballroom
again reinforced the characters’ entrapment within
metatheatrical reenactments of traumatic memories
and imagined pasts.
The set of The Walworth Farce departed from
Druid Theatre’s naturalistic approach in its original
production, which toured internationally during
2009–10 (reviewed in Theatre Journal 62, no. 3 [2010]:
462–64), but was not part of the Walsh Festival or
“Imagine Ireland.” Instead of employing Druid’s
fourth-wall approach to build toward the tragic
climax, Torney staged the living room to connect
the deterioration of domestic space with a declining
state of mind. The action took place in a council flat
in London and focused on Dinny (Ted van Griethuysen) and his two adult sons Sean and Blake
(Alex Morf and Aubrey Deeker). Under Dinny’s
threats, the three endlessly performed delusional reimaginings of their life in Cork two decades earlier.
The flat looked “under destruction,” with exposed
plaster and support beams, and, in some areas, the
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walls were gutted to represent the devastation and
trauma in the family dynamic. The overall setting
conveyed an expression of the characters’ insular
and troubled psyches, perhaps also functioning as
a metaphor for Ireland. Situated on a thrust stage,
the living room protruded slightly into the auditorium—an effect that both integrated and heightened
the expressionistic design. The intimacy of The Studio Theatre further intensified the overall effect of
the bizarre familial dysfunction and the increasingly
frenetic pacing of the farcical storytelling.
The expressionistic style was even more evocative in The New Electric Ballroom. Set in a one-room
home, the space also served as a fish cannery and
1950s dance hall. Large metal double doors opened
or closed at precise moments to convey tension between restraint from change and freedom to vacate.
Isolated behind the closed doors, the three sisters,
Ada, Breda, and Clara (Jennifer Mendenhall, Sybil
Lines, and Nancy Robinette, respectively) reenacted
a cycle of distressing memories. Breda and Clara had
vied for the attention of a rock singer in their teenage years, and Ada, twenty years younger than both
sisters, has long suffered from her sisters’ rivalry and
heartbreak. The illumination of a retro chandelier
transported the characters back to that fateful night
at the New Electric Ballroom. During each reenactment, lighting cast an ominous shadow along the
wall, seeming to express the haunting of unresolved
trauma from the past. The final poignant image of
Ada confined to a tight pool of light confirmed the
inescapability of both her physical and psychological imprisonment. Although Ada asserted the need
to leave, she ultimately remained.
In both plays, the characters are ultimately betrayed by their interiors. The three men in The Walworth Farce and the three sisters in The New Electric
Ballroom turn inward to the perceived safety of their
homes, and choose to isolate themselves as protection from the imagined threat of the others. Each
home, however, increasingly reveals itself to be an
absurd house of horror, as the characters are forced
to reenact and relive the very traumatic memories
and constructed narratives that imprison them. Despite intrusions from an outside character into the
action—Haley (Azania Dungee) in The Walworth
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Farce and Patsy (Liam Craig) in The New Electric
Ballroom—the characters’ acts display an ingrained
allegiance to the narrative (not unlike Fitz’s faith in
the “text”), which inevitably leads to further dysfunction in already disordered minds.
Thus ideas of “old Ireland” and “new Ireland”
collided in imaginative expressions of entrapment
and inescapability in the productions of the Walsh
Festival. The three plays show an obligation to
dramatic tradition, but also a responsibility to embrace artistic and sociocultural change. For example,
Walsh’s plays use poetic language and comic action
to increasingly amplify elements of tragedy and
absurdity, and these aspects in particular put them
in conversation with the works of Irish writers like
J. M. Synge, Sean O’Casey, and Samuel Beckett, as
well as a long line of other European dramatists,
including Luigi Pirandello, Eugène Ionesco, and
Harold Pinter. Walsh’s storytelling also provocatively engages with persistent social issues, such as
cultural diversification. In The Walworth Farce, for
example, the performed blackface and whiteface
and the intolerance toward Haley’s foreigner status respond to tensions surrounding issues of race
and immigration in Ireland. In the Walsh Festival
symposium, participants discussed struggles with
cultural identity depicted in the plays, as well as
new movements in Irish arts that are influenced by
immigrant populations in the new Ireland.
The Studio Theatre presented a successful festival
model for both artistic and intellectual exploration.
The innovative productions and thought-provoking
public events of the Walsh Festival upheld the aim
of “Imagine Ireland” to critically engage in international conversations on arts and culture. With the
aid of Culture Ireland and cooperative arts organizations like The Studio Theatre, Irish arts and culture are pushing through the threshold of the new
to build relationships and bridge cultural divides.
The Walsh Festival’s frame of “New Ireland” significantly contributed to and acknowledged a more
open and outward cultural movement inclusive
of fresh perspectives and new voices in Irish arts.
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